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The discussion will focus on the lessons we learned from the holocaust. Firstly, we will discuss the historical 
background of the holocaust and its magnitude and impact. Then, we will attempt to understand what we can 
learn about society’s values as a result of the holocaust, and understands whether there is a value in emphasizing 
the cruelty within the memory.

Lastly, we will attempt to understand what are the insights that are embedded in us as a society that underwent 
the holocaust.  We will ask what are the rights we gain and what obligations we are left with as individuals and 
as society as a whole. 

In order to create a foundation for the following 
stages, we will generate an agreement between 
the participants regarding their opinion over the 
magnitude of the holocaust event for the Jews 
and for the overall history. 

We will launch the discussion by asking whether 
the holocaust is a humane act, in attempt to 
understand the participant’s position in the 
matter.  

Proceeding, we will discuss the magnitude of the 
holocaust from the German outlook trying to 
comprehend how such a nation took part in one 
of the biggest acts of violence throughout the 
modern era.

Is it even comprehensible that such a “killing machine” during 
the holocaust sprung out of human beings?

Is the holocaust the epitome of human evil, or rather it is an act 
of weakness or numbness of human capability (suggesting 
Hitler’s reign and the incapability to rise against him?)

Does modern history remember an act of violence similar to the 
holocaust?

What is the most outstanding and horrific characteristic of the 
“killing machine factory” done by the Nazis?

Do you presume such an event as the holocaust can take place 
now days?

Starting Points:

In this stage we will focus on how important it is 
to point out the cruelty and violent acts of the 
holocaust during the process of remembrance? 
We will try to understand whether pointing out 
the “cruelty characteristics”(repeating the count 
of casualties, going over the ways in which 
people were slaughtered, etc.), is beneficial in 
the process of bringing up the memory of the 
holocaust. We will ponder whether we can derive 
social, nationalistic, and ethical themes while 
maintaining emphasis on the cruelty of the 
holocaust. However, maybe it is a necessity to 
emphasize the cruelty in order to strengthen and 
keep the memory evidently alive. 

Second stage:

Possible questions to further the discussion:

In case the particpants were in agreement of the importance of 
empsizing the unimagineable cruelty during the holocust - why is it 
so important for us to do so?

Are there no other important factors important to remember about 
the holocaust other than the violence and cruelty?

Do you believe that discussing solely the cruelty in the process of 
remembering is important while passing a message on to our kids?

In case there is an opinion in the audience which states that the 
cruelty does not have to act as the major focus on remembering- 
thus, what shall be the way to emphasize the holocaust day?

Could it be that due to the fact that soon there won’t be many 
holocaust survivors left, encourages us to discuss mainly the cruelty 
acts of the holocaust?

Will the holocaust memory have such a grand historical reputation 
without the emphasis we rely on and work so hard to maintain? (For 
instance discussing the cruelty and emphasizing violence over and 
over again)

Possible questions to further the discussion:

Rights and Obligations 
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The stage process is designed 
to go from ‘light’ questions to 
‘heavier’ ones.

There is no need for the discussion to end with 
a concrete conclusion. In fact, we welcome 
open-ended discussions and thoughts.

Can we name the holocaust “ours” or it is a global 
traumatic event?

Is the Jewish state entitled to a special treatment due to 
the result of the holocaust? (For example, the right to own 
a nuclear weapon). 

Is Germany entitled to prove to us and to the world it has 
changed? (For example, providing us with political and 
financial support). 

Does to the fact that the Jews in Israel underwent such 
traumatic events throughout their history, entitles us to 
educate our nation about other genocides that happened 
or is happening around the world?

Is Israel entitled to act upon and support each nation 
experiencing an event similar to the holocaust? (For 
instance, the Armenian Holocaust). 

Are we entitled to treat minorities different as a result of 
how Jews were treated by the Germans in Europe?

Possible questions to further the discussion:
In the third stage, we will understand what are 
the values, lessons, and insights, embedded in us 
as a society and how it affects us as a society 
given our history.

What rights do we gain, along with some possible 
obligations we are paying as an outcome?

By presenting these two questions, we will ask 
the audience to focus on how these two aspects 
of “rights and obligation” affects our life within 
the Israeli society as a whole, and as individuals. 

It is recommended to start this discussion by 
pointing out the “rights” we gain first, proceeding 
by deepening discussion into the obligation part 
we have to carry later on.

Third stage:


